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Equipment News
New

Hurricane 450 XTT
Code: 19362

We are proud to announce we have once again added a new autoscrubber to our product line. The
Hurricane 450 XTT is the perfect solution for small to medium sized spaces. With an innovative design
that ensures maximum productivity within the most compact size possible, this auto-scrubber might
just be your perfect match. Its compact size allows it to work in difficult areas, is easy to transport and
store while still holding 11/12 gallons.

New Motors for the Targa & PC-3
Code: 28529/28540 to 28547

Starting August 1st, the motors in all the Targa vacuums, as well as the PC-3, will be phased
out and replaced with a more compact and energy saving model. Its increased flow
and improved water lift offers a better performance curve while reducing noise levels.
Amongst its other benefits, this new motor runs cooler than the previous model, therefore
offers a longer life span and consumes less energy, making it more energy efficient.

Integra Scrub Improvements
!

Improved

Code: 19720/19721

Always looking to innovate and improve our cleaning equipment, we have made a
few improvements on the Integra Scrub to better the overall cleaning experience.
The new vibration-reducing design, made possible by the rubberized handles,
decreases operator fatigue and increases productivity. In addition, the weights
are easier to remove thanks to the new slots system. In the near future, you will
also notice a colour change with the spacer pad as it will go from being red to blue.
Also, the dust skirt included with the Integra Scrub is currently a light-gray colour
but the replacement dust skirt is now blue, as seen in the photo.

New Handles for the Hurricane Mini/Maxi

Code: 19352/19355
The Hurricane Mini and Maxi now feature a newly re-designed heavy duty handle
d!
rove
for ease of use and improved maneuverability. Its industrial design is ergonomic,
Imp
allowing the operator to adjust the height accordingly, and includes an easy to use
control panel.
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New Floor Pads + Dustbane-D
Dustbane’s new floor pad program has begun! You will notice a fresh new look to the labels on our
boxes and might also see a slight difference in colour to our pads. We have also added a new eraser
pink burnishing pad, as well as a few more options in the sandscreen category. Our Cyclone-D pads
are now branded with our Dustbane name on them. The case sizes and codes for the Dustbane-D pads
have also changed, going from 2 per box to 5.

The Dustbane Way: Maintenance Guides
We’re introducing a new line of brochures, fit to your specific needs! “The Dustbane Way” is our
latest collection of brochures designed to offer you the best cleaning solutions based on your type
of business. Our first release is the Warehouse Maintenance Guide which covers all the areas in a
warehouse and offers you a complete guide on which products to use where! The school and office
building will be out very soon! Keep an eye out for them!

Chemical News
New Carton Label/Carton Packaging
Our carton labels and carton packaging have been given a fresh new look! You will now start to
receive our chemical products in newly designed cartons with labels which feature a QR Code. As
this is only the start of a new series of innovations we are preparing for, there is a lot more to come.

Eco-Expert Update!
Code: 53191 (4L) / 53193 (20L)

Did you know that Eco-Expert works more efficiently in cold water? We all cling to the myth that hot
water washes best; squandering energy and contributing to greenhouse gas emissions. After realizing
how much energy was used to heat water, we formulated this carpet cleaner with surfactants that
work better in cold water. Less energy, same results! Eco-Expert remains the best complement to our
carpet extractors!
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